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A daily independent
student press serving
the campus and
surrounding community
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rev*** for the University* production of 'Raised in
Captivity" m the Pulv section

Council plans
for winter

October 7.2008
Volume 103. Issue 51
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Trying to lower
binge drinking
Many are still
concerned about binge
drinking and search for
solutions, including

ayor Quinn thanks students,
ODOT to conserve salt

discussion on the
drinking age. as well as
AlcoholEdu courses
| Page 3

rentals. Thisyearit has increased
to 12.3 percent
Aside from Quinn bringing
The University was recognized attention to the side effects
by Mayor John Quinn at last of the economy, Municipal
Administrator John lawcett disnight's city council meeting.
Quinn presented a certifi- cussed an economic concern
cate in honor of students at the for the winter.
University who participated in
The concern: road salt.
Unlike other communities
the Welcome Bag Day.
Off-campusstudents received in the area, Howling Green was
University and city related items lucky enough to receive a bid for
for Welcome Bag Day earlier the winter, lawcett said.
this semester. Quinn said he
The bid for this winter's road
hopes the union between stu- salt will be a little different than
dents and the Bowling Green last year's however.
The bid included a 52 percent
community can continue in the
future.
price increase, rising to S65.17
Quinn also said the fact that per tenth of a ton. Since the city
Bowling Green was selected by- received such a good bid, they
ABC for political news cover- must buy 750 tons of salt by
age shows how the community, Dec. 15. "
The city is only guaranteed
campus and state are seen as a
mini-battle ground.
1,500 tons at that price, and if
Another
issue
Quinn more is needed 1'awcett said he
addressed was the increased is unsure where it will come
from.
rate of rental vacancies.
last year Bowling Green had
See COUNCIL | Page 2
a 9.2 percent vacancy rate on
By Courtney Flynn
Reporter

Publicity
varies for
each group
Columnist Sean
Lutzman writes about
the seemingly smaller
amount of publicity the
College Republicans
receive, drawing on
potential reasons as to
why this is | Page 4

'Long live the
Constitution!'
Are third party votes
a "throw away vote?
Guest columnist
Andrea Wadsworth
thinks it is a
representation of our
Constitution in action
| Page 4

Refund checks
should be used for
educational purposes

Officials see
less than ideal
numbers
While many people
took advantage of the
opportunity to register
and cast an early ballot,
the number was still

ON THE ROAD*

By Dm Sexton

lower than expected
| Pag. 5

Game on: it's
hockey season

Charles Gibson and the
ABC News crew to broadcast
from the University

After their
exhibition game this
past Saturday, the
Falcon hockey team is
ready to top last
season's record
| Page 6

GIBSON'S BGSU

By Andy Ourltl
Reporter

AGENDA
6 p.m.
ABC World News
live broadcast from
the University

9 p.m.
Presidential debate coverage
can be viewed live in the Union's
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
I Why should you be on
I ABC News?

A

"Students should

Reporter

10:30 p.m.
National broadcast of
BGSU student reactions
hosted by Charles Gibson

Bowling Green might be unfamiliar to the
American public, but ABC News will make the
town known to the millions that tune into the
program nightly.
ABC News will put Bowling Green in the
spotlight for one night when "World News with
Charles Gibson" broadcasts live from the west
side of University Hall tonight at 6 p.m.
Bowling Green is the fourth city ABC News
and Gibson chose to be a part of their series,
"Great American Battleground Bus Tour." ABC
News chose seven cities in closely contested states where they predict voters could be
swayed to one candidate or another. This tour
is part of ABC News teaming with USA Today's
"50 States in 50 Days" initiative.
"These are key states that are going to make
a difference in this election," ABC News Senior
See ABC | Page 2

Perhaps many students on-campus have seen the mile long line
of classmates, coiled around the
first floor of the Administration
building at the beginning of each
semester, anxiously awaiting
their refund checks.
"Refund checks are excess
funds from federal, state institutional and external aid," said
Greg Guzman, acting director of
Student Financial Aid.
Refund checks are to be used
for any educational related
expense, Guzman said.
Educational expenses include
tuition and fees, transportation
like gasoline or a vehicle to commute, health expenses and any
expense that goes along with
living.
"Each piece of financial aid has
its own definition of how it can
be used," said Guzman.
For example, the Ohio College
Opportunity Grant money cannot be relumed to the student,
Guzman said. It is not in the
fomi of a refund check, instead
it's tuition specific.
He said, on the other hand
a Federal Pell Grant can be
returned to the student in the
form of a refund check.
"I use my refund check to
help pay for school expenses
like books and also to pay for
basic living expenses like rent,
food and utilities," said Michael
I nuil i ii a junior.

know that their
refund checks are not
free money."
Kevin Henrjrickson | Senior

Whatever 1 do not spend I save
for the following semester, and
then at the end of die year any extra
goes back to the lender I DOHOW
from, 11iiuliii added.
"Students should know that tlieir
refund checks are not free money.
You still have to pay it back |to
lenders] when you graduate,"' said
senior Kevin I lendrickson.
Whatever the case, those people
who do gel refund checks know
they have to spend the money
wisely, Hendrickson said.
'Refund checks are not a free for
See REFUND | Page 2

CORRECTION
September police blotter
mistakenly rerun
The poke blotter incidents that
appeared in yesterdays issue of The BG
News did not occur over the weekend
They were incidents that were originally
printed in the Sept 5.2008. issue of
The BG News and were mistakenly
terun yesterday.

CALVIN WALKER
Senior. IPC

"Because I'm the male
version of Kimora Lee
Simmons."
| Page 4

Stocks continue to
ummet despite bailout
By Joe Bel Bruno and Tim
Paradle

I
i

The Associated Press

TODAY
Partly Cloudy
High: 71. Low: 54

TOMORROW
Rain
High: 68, Low: 53

k

NEW YORK — Wall Street
joined in a worldwide cascade
of despair yesterday over the
Financial crisis, driving the Dow
Jones industrials to their biggest
loss ever during a trading day.
Even a big afternoon rally failed
to keep the Dow from its first
close below 10,000 since 2004.
The sell-off came despite
the $700 billion U.S. government bailout package, which

was signed into law Friday after
two weeks in which traders had
appeared to count on the rescue
as their only hope to avoid a
market meltdown.
At its worst point, the Dow was
down more than 800 points, an
intraday record. The stock market rallied during the Final 90
minutes of the trading day, and
the Dow Finished down about
370 points at 9,955.50.
Speculation among traders
late in the session that the mar-

Bush pushes Senate to confirm federal judges
By Jennifer Loven
The Associated Press

ALBEHRMAN I AP PHOTO
HITTIM UP OHIO: President Bush spoke at a
legal conference in Cincinnati yesterday, remarking on topics ranging from his appointment of

See STOCKS | Page 2

judges to the economy's cuirent financial crisis.

CINCINNATI — President Bush
reminded Americans yesterday
that his eight years of appointing conservative judges will
affect the nation for decades,
hoping to secure his legacy but
also help fire up Republicans in
must-win Ohio a month before
the presidential election.
Bush said he has appointed
more than one-third of all sitting federal judges, and that
"few issues are more hotly
debated or have a more lasting
impact on our country."
With his historically low
poll ratings, Bush isn't exactly

welcome at campaign rallies,
appearing at the side of candidates. So indirect help like his
speech here, and his fundraising efforts that landed the GOP
$2.5 million over the last four
days, arc his strongest campaign tools. All of the fundraisers were held out of the view of
the press and the public.
He called on the Democraticrun Senate, in the final days
of his presidency, to vote on
filling 34 vacancies in the federal circuit and district courts.
Realistically, thete is no chance
of that happening if Democratic
presidential candidate Barack

VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

See BUSH | Page 2
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BLOTTER

ABC

FRIDAY

"Stopping in local towns,
you get less of a filter on people in

From

448 A.M.
Complamtant reported his laptop
stolen in Offenhauer West.
10:09 A.M.
Complaintant reported his laptop
ftolen from McDonald West.
11:24 P.M.
An argument was reported between
a male student and a female
between Founders and McFall.
Police took statements from both
ind they were separated for the
flight

SATURDAY
12:57 A.M.
ft student was transported to Wood
County Hospital after police found
lim with bruises all over his body
ymg on the ground.
946 A.M.
A water leak was reported in the
Ph/sit ,il Science building. Several
liembers of the chemistry department were called in to ensure the
irea was safe to clean up after
Chemicals were found. The area was
Pronounced safe and the water was
cleaned up.

SUNDAY
12:29 A.M.
James Carroll of New Providence,
N.J.. was arrested for disorderly
conduct with persistence and told if
he returned to campus, he would be
charged with criminal trespass after
ijetting into a physical altercation
with a female student.
12:36 A.M.
Patrick Moran of Westlake. Ohio,
was cited for underage under the
influence. He was found slumped
over in a chair and 'had urinated in
his pants and threw up all over his
cot. floor and himself. Moran was
also transported to Wood County
Hospital
2:28 A.M.
A male student who was found in
the bathroom of Kreischer Ashley
was transported to Wood County
Hospital after allegedly being
assaulted

Producer Bob Wheelock said.
barbershops and diners as opposed to
The nine-day tour has
already slopped in Florida and
interviews in the studios."
Dayton, continues on through
Bob Wheelock I Producer
Michigan and Wisconsin and
concludes Oct. 10 in Iowa.
So fa r. t he react ions have been Gibson into Miller's class based
"This is a very unique and a
nothing but terrific, Wheelock on it beingall first-year students great opportunity," Kielmeyersaid.
said. He hopes for the same and revolving around in-depth "This is certainly the most signifiresults in the Howling Green discussions of issues pertain- cant broadcast Bowling Green has
and future destinations.
ing to government and politics, had in the last 25 years."
In addition to broadcasting in Miller said.
Wheelock and his crew want
Bowling Green, Gibson will also
After the broadcast, Gibson, to go outside of hearing what
be a guest lecturer for a political along with 12 selected students, pollsters have to say and really
science course this morning.
will have a private question and listen to voices in small towns.
"Voter turnout among college- answer session in the Union
"Stopping in local towns, you
age students in Ohio and other after the second presidential get less of a filter on people
key battleground states could debate is shown at 9 p.m.
in barbershops and diners as
make the difference between
Any and all students, faculty, opposed to interviews in the
an Obama victory or a McCain staff, citizens and visitors can studios," he said.
victory in November," said attend the broadcast, but politiAn ABC News crew stopped
Associate Professor Melissa cal signs and radical behavior on campus Sept. 22 to interview
Miller, who will have Gibson will not be allowed, said David editors of The BG News, Miller
talk to her BGeXpericnce class Kielmeyer. senior communica- and other students. The foottonight during the debate.
tions director who helped orga- age will air during tonight's6:30
ABG News chose to bring nize tonight's events.
ABC broadcast.

STOCKS
From Page 1
ket's pullback had been severe
enough to force the Federal
Reserve into taking other steps
to soothe the markets helped
stocks rebound from their lows.
"If you can't say that we're
oversold now I don't know what
you say. You're at least due for
a bounce if nothing else," said
Bill Stone, chief investment
strategist for PNC Wealth
Management.
The global plunge in stocks
was under way well before Wall
Street ever woke up. In Japan,
the Nikkei average lost more
than 4 percent. And then the
losses spread across Europe
— nearly fi percent for the FTSE100 in Britain, 7 percent for the
German DAX and more than 9
percent for France's CAC-40.
I n the United States, President
Bush twice made unscheduled

3:06 P.M.
A purse was reported stolen from
Uptown bar the previous night
around 2 a.m.

*

Last year the city used 2,100
tons, but in the past the average
has been around 1,500 tons.
"1 believe it will o.k., especially compared to other areas,"
Fawcert said. "Our main concern is that we don't want citizens to suffer on the road."
Public Works Director Brian
Craft discussed a possible
union between Bowling Green
and the Ohio Department of
Transportation.
Bowling Green would give
ODOT some road salt and in
return the city would receive
brine to pretreat the roads and
helpbetterprotect them against
ice and snow, Craft said.
In the long run. it will help
conserve salt and help with the
long term effects of the increase
in the price for salt, Craft said.
Ordinance
7835
was
adopted after its first reading.
In it. Utilities Director Kevin
to the drops that became black
marks on the timeline of Wall
Street history. Black Monday,
in October 1987, and stock
drops that preceded the Great
Depression were more than 20
percent. Yesterday's drop, by
comparison, was less than 8
percent at its worst.
For the day, the Dow lost 3.6
percent. The selling was broad:
Little more than 200 stocks finished the day higher on the New
York Stock Exchange, while
about 3,000 finished lower.
At its lowest point yesterday,
the Dow was down 800.06, at
9,525.32. The benchmark average dipped below 10,000 for the
first time since Oct. 29, 2004.
and closed there despite the
afternoon rally.
The market's paper loss at the
day's lows came to $1.1 trillion,
as measured by the Dow lones
Wilshire 5000 Composite Index,
which tracks 5,000 U.S.-based
companies' stocks. That compares with a loss of about $1.5
trillion last week; that was the
worst weekly return since the
week after trading resumed following the Sept. 11, 2001. terror
attacks.
As an indication of how fearful investors still are, government-backed debt was in
high demand. The yield
on the
three-

nominees.
Bush criticized the Senate
for the "ruthlessness that now
characterizes the confirmation
process." He urged the Senate
to take partisanship out of the
process and end "tricks and
gimmicks" such as demanding
that all election-year nominees

be consensus choices.
Democrats say they have
confirmed a total of 326 of
Bush's judicial nominees, and
that just 26 are pending now.
They note that at the end of the
Clinton administration with
Republicans in charge of the
Senate, there were 63 circuit

and district court vacancies,
far higher than the vacancy
rate now.
"As the stock market continues
its precipitous drop, for some
strange reason he feels the need
to give one more speech criticizing the Senate for not confirming judges?" said Jim Mauley,
spokesman for Senate Majority
Leader Harry Reid, D-Nev.
"Yeah — that is just what the
country needs right now. The
fact is, Democrats have been
much fairer to these nominees
than Republicans ever were."
Bush spoke before about
700 conservative legal scholars, judges, students and activists. Speaking in their language,
and to applause and even some
'amens,' Bush said the definition
of a good judge is one who does
not use the court to "invent laws
or dictate social policy" and who
believes that the Constitution
"means what it says" and "is an
enduring document." This code
for the conservative approach
to the role of a judge compares
with the more liberal view that
judges must have latitude to
view the Constitution as a "living document."
The issue of a president who
would appoint judges who strictly interpret the Constitution
is one of the more energizing
topics for that key GOP voting
block.
Bush did not mention presidential rivals Obama and John
McCain, the Republican nominee, but he singled out the two

We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

From Page 1
Obama wins the White House,
since his colleagues in the
Senate would simply wait for
him to be inaugurated and
come up with his own list of

Being single and pregnant
is tough
■■■■H

.

ettwghelpWt
419-354-4673

www.bgpc.org
1-800-395-HELP
www.knowledge is empowering.com

ift

Foundation
for

all; there is a limit to how much
a student can borrow," Guzman
said.
He said how much a student
can borrow is all based on a federal formula.
"Simplified, cost of attendance minus the amount of the
expected family contribution,
equals financial need," Guzman
said. "You can't exceed the cost of
attendance."
Maynard is now authorized to
enter into a purchase agreement
for just under 24 acres of land
near last Wooster Street and
Interstate 75.
City At-Large City Council
member Robert McComber said
the property was received at fair
market value.
Also approved was the
2009 budget for the Parks and
Recreation Department.

month Treasury bill, which
moves in the opposite direction as its price, fell to 0.49
percent from late Friday at 0.50
percent. Investors are willing
to accept low returns to have
their money in a secure place.
Investors also moved into
longer-term Treasury bonds as
they fled the stock market. The
yield on the 10-year note fell to
3.45 percent from 3.60 percent
late Friday.
Broader indexes also plunged.
The Standard & Poor's 500 index
shed 42.34, or 3.85 percent, to
1,056.89; and the Nasdaq composite index fell 84.43, or 4.34
percent, to 1,862.96. The Russell
2000 index of smaller companies dropped 23.49, or 3.79 percent, to 595.91.
Consolidated volume on the
NYSE reflected the frantic pace
of the day's trading: 7.81 billion
shares changed hands, up from
Friday's 6.52 billion.
The market "is displaying one
of its worst traits with a herd
mentality, and investors have
an appetite for feeding on fear,"
said Anthony Sabino, a professor of law and business at St.
John's University.
But he cautioned it was still
not a nightmare scenario.
"Most certainly, this is not the
Great Depression of the 1930s,
but |is like) the savings and
loan crisis of the 1980s — and
we bailed them out," he said.
"Once people catch their breath,
they'll see this is the proper
analogy and this will breathe
^
life back into banking
:'.]'• <?)W.
institutions."

when investment
house
Lehman Brothers went bankrupt and the government
stepped in to bail out insurer
American International Group.
But even with the bailout
package firmly in place — a
plan under which the federal
government will buy bad mortgage-related assets off the books
of banks — investors remain
worried that banks are too fearful to lend and are cutting off air
to the economy.
Over the weekend, governments across Europe rushed to
prop up failing banks, while
the governments of Germany,
Ireland and Greece also
said they would guarantee
bank deposits. U.S. investors
appeared worried the bailout
would not be enough to jumpstart the economy. F.ven other
steps, including a Federal
Reserve decision to expand
a loan program to squeezed
banks, didn't help much.
The sharp
one-day
tumbles over
the last two
Mondays
don't come
close

CORRECTION
POLICY

BUSH

From

From Page 1

rema rks on t he economy, sayi ng
in Cincinnati that the economy
would be "just fine" but that the
bailout package needed time
to work.
The troubles that started with
an overheated housing market
in the U.S. have infected financial markets around the world,
making banks fearful of lending
to other banks, let alone to businesses and consumers. That
has led to worries that economies around the world might
not only sputter but slide into
reverse.
The crush of selling yesterday
came exactly one week after the
Dow lost 778 points, its biggest
closing loss in terms of points.
On that day, the House voted
down an earlier bailout package
that had appeared to be a safe
bet to pass.
The swings in the Dow yesterday also marked the beginning of a fourth week of tumult
in the markets. Triple-digit
Dow swings have been
commonplace since
mid-September,

ONLINE: Go tobqnews.com for the
complete blotter list.

In the Oct. 3 issue of The BG News.
"Weird laws for a quiet town" incorrectly stated bicycles can only be
used on paved surfaces not designated for pedestrians. According
to the American Legal Publishing
Corporation, bicycles are not permitted on sidewalks within Bowling
Green's business district, but are
permitted on sidewalks outside of
the business district while yielding to
pedestrians.

REFUND

COUNCIL

Supreme Court justices he
nominated — John Roberts and
Samuel Alito — as "outstanding
judges." Obama voted against
both of them. Bush touted the
changes in narrow Supreme
Court decisions since Roberts
and Alito joined the court, citing, for example, recent 5-4 decisions that upheld a ban on a lateterm abortion procedure and
citizens' Second Amendment
rights.
"Our founders gave the judicial branch enormous power,"
Bush said. "It is the only branch
of government whose officers
are unelected. That means
judges on the federal bench
must exercise their power prudently — cautiously — you
might even say, conservatively.
And that means that the selection and confirmation of good
judges should be a high priority
for every American."
He spoke on the first
Monday of October, which
is dictated by law to be the
beginning of the Supreme
Court's new term. And his
appearance came in Ohio,
a crucial battleground
state. No Republican has
ever won the presidency
without winning Ohio.
Ohio voted for Bush, and
now almost every Electoral
College calculation concludes
McCain must hold it to beat
Obama. And yet, polls show
McCain virtually tied or trailing there, along with several
other important Bush states.

Senior Portraits Next Week
DECEMBER AND MAY GRADUATES Schedule Today at myseniorportrait.com
Sessions are October 13-17 Black Swamp Pub

CAMPUS
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Speaking up at USG
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CELEBRITY MAGICIAN HAS COMEDIC TRICKS UP HIS SLEEVE

Members discussed the idea of a Student
Bill of Rights at last night's meeting
By India Hunter
Reporter

John
Waynick
USG President

The United Stales Constitution
has a Bill of Rights and the
Undergraduate
Student
Government believes students
of the University should have
one too.
During last night's general
Additionally, Waynick requestassembly meeting, USG Student ed that every USG member go
Welfare Committee Chair Ion back and ask their peers what
Dinan asked members what they issues they would like to see
would like to see included.
included in the Bill of Rights.
"I encourage all of you to take
"There needs to be a Student Bill
of Rights.'' Dinan said.
this back to your constituents,"
The idea for this document Waynick said.
Another senator advocated colarose last year amid the whirlwind of confusion regarding meal laborating with other University
organizations in creating this
plan rollover dollars.
Since that happened, the idea new Bill of Rights.
"If we're going to do this, then
came about for some sort of document that would protect and we should definitely collaborate
inform students of their rights, with GSS," Off-Campus Senator
Dinan said.
Rob limmelhainzsaid.
Dinan emphasized that the
In light of the various administration changes this year, Bill of Rights is only in the
Senator Lauren Biksacky said early stages.
"This is in the very beginning
she would like to see something
about students having a say in stages and I'm just looking for
filling staff vacancies in this new ideas to include in this document,"
Dinan said. "There are still a lot of
Bill of Rights.
"1 think it should be mandatory people to talk to about this."
Other USG members suggested
that at least one student be on
one of the committees that hires more efficient ways to handle the
new administrators and faculty," Bill of Rights proposal.
"I think we should have a comBiksacky said,
USG Vice President
USG President John Waynick mittee involved in this," SenatorSundeep Mutgi said creatsuggested possibly including a At-Large Leo Almeida said.
Dinan also clarified that the ing this Bill of Rights may
section that would make it mandatory for administrators to Bill of Rights would not be an be helpful in clearing up
warn students about any type extension of the current Student some matters in the current Code of Conduct for
of price increase of a service or Code of Conduct.
"The Bill of Rights would be a students.
anything else along those lines.
"Right now, I feel the
Waynick said there should be completely different document
an established time frame for in which we would work closely Student Code of Conduct
administrators to tell students with University administrators," has many open ended
vague points," Mutgi said.
Dinan said.
this information.

AlcoholEdu used to
combat binge drinking
By Valeria Cason
U-Wire

The legal drinking age movement, called the Amethyst
Initiative, began recruiting college presidents more than a year
ago to incite national debate
about the U.S. drinking age.
Presidents from schools such
as Duke, Dartmouth, Syracuse,
Tufts, Colgate, Kenyon and
Morehouse, Ohio State and others are calling on lawmakers to
consider lowering the drinking
age from 21 to 18, claiming current laws encourage dangerous
binge drinking on campuses.
Delynne Wilcox, coordinator for Health Planning and
Prevention Services at the
University of Alabama, works
with the Department of Health
Promotion and Wcllness at the
Student Health Center and said
the issue of binge drinking is
one all college campuses face.
"Research shows the drinking style of many college students today is one of excess
and intoxication, sometimes
to the point of dangerous, Life
threatening blood alcohol con-

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some events Mien from eventibgsuGOU

11 a.m. -4 p.TI

V$: Variations in Vision &
Video
Wlllard Wankelman Galkry. Fine

Arts Center

1 - 2 p.m.
Community Partnership
Forum Wood County
Historical Society
201 University Hall

6:30 - 7:30 p.m.
Am I Ready For Break?
201A Union-Sky Bank Room

8-9 p.m.
The Cowboy Astronomer
112 Physical Sciences Lab Bldg
8 a.m. - 9 p.m
Exhibit #3: "Collection I"
130 and 131 Union - Gallery Space

10:30 am - 4 p.m
Talent Show Ticket Sales
Union Table Space
12-lpm
Weight Watchers at Work
316 Union

U of M tries to rally last minute voters
By Julie Rowe
U-Wire

Previou&ry barred from canvassing in the dorms by University
of Michigan policy, the College
Democrats held a last-ditch voter
registration effort in most campus
residence halls.
With the deadline to register to
vote for next months presidential election at midnight Monday,
about 40 members of the group
met at the union to get clipboards
and registration forms.
The group wasn't allowed
to coordinate canvasses in the
dorms because of the university's
solicitation policy, said Nathaniel
Lli Coats Styer, chairman of
College Democrats at Michigan.
The university is prohibited from
using public resources to support
or oppose a political candidate by
state and federal laws.
"It wasn't that it was banned
before,' he said. "It was thai it was
a gray area."
The group has encouraged its
members who live in residence
halls to talk to their neighbors
about Democratic presidential
nominee Barack Obama and
help them register to vote, bill the
group had never held a coordinat-

ed canvassing effort before The
College Denis registered about (iO
people in two hours last night.
Before, the only group allowed
(0 register voters in the residence halls was Voice Your Vole,
a non-partisan commission of die
Michigan Student Assembly. Voice
Your Vote's access to the residence
halls was temporarily restricted
last week after Housing officials
reported accusations of partisanship amongst members of the
MSA-sponsored group.
Styer said a decision to allow the
College Democrats to canvass the
domis was made alter members
from the group and lawyers for
the Obama campaign met with
representatives from the I lousing
Oifiu-andllH'Ollkvolllit'Ccneral
Counsel. He said the attorneys
argued that allowing the College
Democrats to carry out campaign
efforts in the dorms clkln'i conflict with die university's requirement (0 refrain Irom endorsing01
opposing candidates.
Styer said an Obama lawyer
notified him of the decision,
adding that the university would
notify residence hall stall early
this week.
University Housing officials could not be reached

DIGITAL COPYRIGHT
SAFEGUARDS

09S Overman Hall
8 -11 p.m.
Debate Watch Students
and Faculty
202 Union - Lenhart Grand
Ballroom

915 p.m.
Panhellenic New Member
Pinning
228 Union - Multipurpose Room

"It wasn't that it was
banned before. It
was that it was a
gray area."
• | UM College Dems

for comment.
Before volunteers for the
College Democrats were allowed
to canvass last night, senior Sam
Marvin, who coordinates the
groups residence hall outreach,
explained voter registration law
and how to fill out forms.
Marvin said an agreement
reached between the housing
office and College Democrats
required the group to follow the
same ink's as Voice Your Vote: All
volunteers Mad to wear nametags
and carry their MCards, they
couldn't approach students with
Ho solicitation signs on their
doors and the] couldn't canvass
after 10 p.m.
IInlike Vtlit !• Ybur Vote, though,
(lollege Democrats volunteers are
only allowed ID canvass In their
own dorms. Marvin said. That
is. residents of Markley Hall are
only allowed to knock on doors
in Markley

§■■■

a prooctive approach to peer-to-peer and digital copyright issues at BGSU
....For New Student*

• The following multi-faceted strategy Is In place
to educate students on Issues surrounding DMCA
as well as measures to help enforce proper use of
Information technology,

The First Year Success Sonet
"I Swtor I'm Not Sharing Musicwww bgsuedu/olllces/se/flrsryear/
page 16306 html

• It Is the responsibility of all users of BGSU
Information technology resources to know and
understand all relevant laws and policies that
govern Its use, Including the Digital Millennium
Copyright Act (DMCA),

...Per All
Allernalves for Obtaining Muilc
Free & legal alternative) to muilc and
media are available to the BGSU campui
community through Ruckus as well at
other resources See
wwwbgsu.edu/dmeasaleguards
fill luiifi tinlti' >

7:30 p.m.
Tues. Night Film Series:
Ann Arbor Film Festival
Gish Theater, Hanna Hall

College Democrats
8 am- 'I pir
Muslim Student
Association Prayer Room
204 Olscamp

centration levels and alcohol
poisoning," she said.
Wilcox said approximately
25 percent of college students
report missing class, falling behind, scoring poorly on
exams and a lower overall GPA
due to the consequences of
their drinking.
"1 would like see students who
choose to drink becoming more
aware of how much alcohol they
are consuming — for students to
make healthier decisions about
alcohol and other drug use,"
Wilcox said. "Our primary goal
is for students to be safe, healthy
and academically successful."

VOILA!: Stage volunteer Katie checks magician Deiek Hughes' mouth (or her
missing playing card. The magician and comedian had the crowd rolling in laughter
and amazement last night in the Union Ballroom

...Per All
Technical Safeguard*
October 10, 3001 • new technology will be Implemented that
■Mew legal use of peer to peer (P2P) el I.OIU while detecting
Attempts to obteln copyrighted content In violation of the DMCA.
Iicamples of MP» software Include, but ere not limited tot lltTerrent,
Onutello, end LlmeWlre. When • computer li determined to be using HP
to obtain Illegal copyright materials or using an evasive P2P client, a
preventatlve technical safeguard will be Implemented. Per mere Information,
see www.biiu.edu/elmca-tefoguare1s

Web Resources regarding Digital Copyright Safeguards may be found at:

http://www.bgsu.edu/dmco-safequQrds

FORUM

"Our main concern is that we don't want citizens to suffer on the road."
- John Fawcett, Municipal Administrator.
on the need for salt on the roads [see story, pg. 1].
Tuesday, October 7.2

PEOPLE ON THE STREET Why should you be on ABC News?
"I think everybody

"I don't want to be on

"To tell them how

"I have personality

should be on

ABC News"

good the

and I stay on top of

University is"

the debates."

ABC News.'

(\ VISIT US AT
Wj BGNEWS.COM
Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

MIKE MOYER.
Senior.
Applied Health Science

ASHLEY SMITH.
Freshman,
Undecided

ANDREW SPIESS.
Sophomore,
Creative Writing

RAY BUCHANAN.
Senior,
Graphic Design

a guestion? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com

Our two-party
system missing out
on Constitution
ANDREA MDSWNTH I GUEST COLUMNIST

"Before you get to

Hecent columnist Levi loseph
■Wonder wrote that there are
many issues affecting this year's
presidential election.
For those voters attempting to find a candidate that fits
their beliefs and values, this
may indeed be true. However, I
am looking for something else
in a candidate, something I
haven't found in the two party
system.
"What else is there to look
for?" you might wonder. "The
Constitution!" I say.
I A multi-party system first
formed back in the young days
of this country, over controversy as to how to interpret
the Constitution. Should the
federal government have more
power? Should the states have
most of their own power? This
debate has raged on over the
years, though, it is my opinion
that both parties have drifted
away from what our Founders
originally intended for our
government.
lake, for example, the recent
"bailout bill that was passed
with bipartisan support which,
•"provides authority to the
Treasury Secretary to restore
liquidity and stability to the US
financial system, and to ensure
the economic well-being of
Americans."
Interesting. Is it really the
government's job to ensure the
■well-being of all Americans? Let
.Us see what the Constitution
♦lad to say On the topic. "We the
feople of the United States, in
■order to form a more perfect
union, establish justice, insure
domestic tranquility, provide for the common defense,
promote the general welfare."
Okay, stop. It speaks of promoting the general welfare
of the people, but in no way
•does it state that it is the government's duty to ensure economic stability. For that matter, nowhere does it say that
the federal government's job is
to ensure affordable housing
for all, which is a good part of
what got us into this mess in
the first place.
I'm certainly not saying that
Ithe bailout bill wasn't neces'sary; actually, I really believe
that we would have been in
deep trouble had it not passed.
•Rut, this bill will only be putting a band-aid on a gaping
wound if nothing is done to
change our way of thinking.
This reveals deeper issues, ones
which won't he solved if we do
tiot consider them. How exactly
jloes each candidate view our
^Constitution?

thinking that an
independent party is
a "throwaway vote,"
I don't believe that
any vote is wasted.
Every single vote
placed works to send
a message, and
speaks to what
every American
believes in."
Yes, it is flexible. If it weren't,
slavery would still be permissible and women would not be
guaranteed the right to vote,
but in my humble opinion,
both parties have long overstepped their bounds. This has
had far reaching economic
and social implications, and I
can't help but wonder if our
Founding Fathers are turning
over in their graves right about
now. lames Madison, the Father
of the Constitution, said of the
document during it's drafting
phase, "The powers delegated
by the proposed Constitution
to the federal government are
few and defined." Untold thousands of American citizens
have died defending our great
and beautiful country, made
unique by the masterpiece
known as our Constitution. Are
they to have died in vain for
our country to become something other than what it was
intended?
What is there to do, then? I
encourage you to look into the
platforms of independent parties. I am beginning to look into
thcConstitutioii party. Although
I don't agree with some of their
beliefs, we agree on my number one issue — respect for the
Constitution. Before you get to
thinking that an independent
party is a "throwaway vote,"
1 don't believe that any vote
is wasted, Every single vote
placed works to send a message, and speaks to what every
American believes in. What will
your vote say you believe in? I
know what I want mine to say.
"Long live the Constitution!"
-Wadsworth is a Senior
majoring in Biology. Respond
lo her at lhenews@bgnews.com.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

MIKEWEIGMAN ! THE BG NEWS

The disappearing game: the College
Republicans remain unseen this election
i

4

1

SEAN
LUTZMANN
COLUMNIST

If you haven't noticed, there's a
bit of a publicity gap on this campus between the student organizations. College Republicans
and College Democrats. Other
than the Sept. 11 remembrance
event and having a table at the
Union for a few days, activities
marketing the GOP brand have
been few and far between.
Even on this Forum page, it's
pretty difficult to find a voice
defending the McCain campaign
on campus from the criticisms it
faces from the leftist columnists.
Before you jump to conclusions, it's not because our
editors are anti-conservative
Communists. They don't require
potential columnists to pass an
ideological litmus test, discarding those whose sample columns indicate a low pH of liberalism. (If you're a Chemistry
major, you'll understand the
reference.)
Compare this to the activities from liberal groups like
FREEDOM, College Democrats
and the local campaign
Headquarters of the ObamaBidenCampaign(I2I FLCourtSt.
in case you're wondering). Odds
are you've run into at least one of
us bugging you to either register,

or offering you a free shuttle bus
ride to vote early at the Board
of Flections. And just this past
Saturday the Obama campaign
had "Family Guy" creator Seth
MacFarlane and "Friday Night
Lights" star Adrianne Palicki
speak about the importance of
students being registered to vote
for the Obama-Biden ticket.
As a proud partisan member
of the College Democrats, I'm
a little disappointed with my
conservative counterparts. To
be frank, it's not as fun. In fact
it's boring, without the strong
Republican balance. But I think
there might be some interesting
reasons behind the perceived
absence.
The biggest reason is probably
the same reason why College
Democrats were less psyched
about the2004 election than they
are about Sen. H.n.uk Obama. In
2004, College Democrats loathed
George W. Bush with a fiery passion (still do), but they were only
lukewarm towards their own
candidate, John Kerry. They had
a lot of motivation to trash the
opposition candidate, but not as
much for their own candidate.
Now in 2008, College
Republicans are pretty disgusted with Obama while at
the same time they are also
lukewarm (or worse) about the
candidate they're supposed to
be supporting.
Most College Republicans
that I have had (he privilege to
talk to either supported Romney,

Huckabee or Fred Thompson. To
put it mildly, they're a little disappointed with McCain and his
tendencies to work and actually
(horror of horrors) compromise
with Democrats in the Senate to
pass legislation on immigration
and campaign finance reform.
Of course the more obvious
reason behind their lack of publicity on campus could be the
fact that they know where to
pick their battles. Contesting the
campaign on a college campus
in the throes of Obama-mania
may just seem futile. They may
think that the smarter way to
run a campaign in Northwest
Ohio would be to avoid young
people (especially college students) like the plague, and stick
to the older population who may
still have reservations towards
voting into office a moderately
liberal Democrat (and a bi-racial
one, at that).
A far more unlikely reason —
though not impossible — could
be that the young base of the
Republican Party and principled conservative students in
general don't feel like spending time on a losing cause that
doesn't reflect their principles
exactly. It is becoming increasingly clear, through numerous
polls taken in recent weeks, that
with the economic collapse
being blamed on the party of
President Bush, the electoral
map looks extremely hostile
to the idea of a McCain victory
come November. According to

RasmussenReports.com, swing
states everywhere from Ohio
and Florida to Colorado and
even North Carolina arc beginning to lean consistently towards
Obama.
I believe some of this is due
to some former 1 Hilary Clinton
supporters who have recently
turned to supporting Obama,
but were undecided until they
saw the lackluster performance
of Gov. Sarah Palin in the vice
presidential debate.
Though this may make Obama
supporters feel relieved that
their candidate has a better than
average shot at taking the White
House, caution should be given
to the election's Democratic victors. With complete control of
the government likely come Ian.
20, the full burden of failing to fix
a dismal economy and managing a damaged foreign policy will
be put squarely on the shoulders
of the party in power.
The buck will no longer be
able to be passed to a rancher
in Crawford, Texas — and if the
Democrats fail to make progress
after so many years of control,
the electorate may turn sharply
to the Right in search for solutions, much as it had done in
the 1980s.
And we all know how well that
turned out.
-Respond lo Sean al
llienews@bgnews.com.

■ E-mail us at thenews(*)bcjnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
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Casinos, gambling
a main concern for voters were
Ohioans come Nov. expected

SAVE BIG!
and remember to
use your coupon books.
Also watch the BG News for
more great BG BUCKS savings
weekly or visit us online at
www.bgviews.com
to print additional coupons.

By Stephen Majors

By Milt Rmd
The Associated Press

"These jobs can't be

outsourced. They
COLUMBUS.
Ohio
—
Depending on who's doing the
can't be sent to
talking — or whose ads are currently on your television—three
China."
state ballot issues would either
Rick Lertzman | MyOhioNow.com
create jobs or leave even more
Ohioans without work.
Voters on Nov. 4 will decide paign, state campaign finance
whether to allow casino gambling filings show.
and whether the state should
The proposal says all 88 counfinance conservation of natural ties would get a share of the
open spaces and the environ- casino money, promoted as $211
mental revitalization of other million a year. And MyOhioNow.
lands. A state issue to decide the com argues that the state needs
fate of Ohio's new payday lend- a casino so that residents spend
ing law was still pending in early gambling money here instead of
October.
in surrounding states.
Ohio has said no to an expanA television ad underscorsion of statewide gambling three ing that argument features four
times since 1990 but has also lost people who personify Indiana,
thousands of manufacturing jobs Michigan, Pennsylvania and
and in August registered its highest West Virginia. Each says thanks to
unemployment rate in 16 years.
Ohioans for carrying their casino
Issue 6 would amend the state dollars across state lines.
constitution to allow a SfiOO milOpponents say little-noticed
lion casino resort in southwest language in Issue 6 means counOhio. Supporters are counting on ties would receive just zero to 25
voters to diink more about the percent of revenue if an addistate's economic troubles and less tional casino enters Ohio through
about their recent opposition to state or federal law.
casinos and gambling.
"It's a nice bait-and-switch they
MyOhioNow.com, a group of are pulling on county commisCleveland-area developers wag- sioners to promise the money up
ing the pro-casino campaign, front," said Melanie Elsey, legislasays the resort would create up to tive director of the conservative
5,000 jobs in an area of the state think tank Ohio Koundtable. "But
that could lose 10,000 jobs at an there's a very real probability that
air park iti Wilmington and an that money will disappear if trilial
auto plant in the Dayton area.
casinos are opened."
"It's brick-and-mortar," said
Penn National Gaming Inc.,
Rick Lcrtzman of MyOhioNow. owner of the Argosy casino in
com. "These jobs can't be out- Sioux City, lnd.,and Raceway Park
sourced. They can't be sent away In Toledo, is funding an opposito China."
tion campaign but fundraising
Lakes Entertainment Inc., totals had not been disclosed by
a Minnetonka, Minn.-based early October. Penn potentially
American Indian casino devel- stands to lose money if Ohio cusoper, has pumped nearly S2.7 tomers no longer need to go to
million into the pro-casino cam- Indiana to visit a casino.

The Associated Press

COLUMBUS. Ohio — A weeklong
period in which Ohioans could
register to vote and immediately
cast a ballot ended yesterday with
a turnout that didn't quite match
the expectations of election officials — or the partisan rhetoric
that preceded it.
Early returns showed about
3,000 voters in Ohio's four largest
counties took advantage of the
disputed policy, a surprisingly
low turnout to some elections
officials.
The window was expected to
benefit Democrat presidential
candidate Barack Obama. as his
campaign and advocacy groups
drove Democratic-leaning demographics such as the homeless,
college students and low-income
voters to the polls.
Through Sunday, 1 152 voters had taken advantage of the
policy in Franklin County,
which includes Columbus. In
Montgomery County, home to
Dayton, roughly 250 people had
used it. And in Hamilton County,
where Cincinnati is located, about
454 voters had taken advantage of
the window by midday yesterday.
"With all the hoopla we were
anticipating a whole lot more."
said Montgomery County Board
of Elections Director Steve
Harsman.
The Ohio GOP sued in federal
court to stop the voting window,
but was unsuccessful.
Republicans argued that Ohio
law required voters to have been
registered for at least .Todays before
they could be given an absentee ballot. They said the window
could lead to widespread voting
fraud because officials wouldn't
have an opportunity to verify registration information before ballots were cast.
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WAITING: Hundreds of voters stand in line in the rain at the First Fellowship Church in Columbus. Ohio. 2004.

COLUMBUS, Ohio — Since
the long voting lines of 2004,
Ohio has removed restrictions
on absentee voting. The state's
largest county, Cuyahoga, has
changed its voting system
multiple times. Voters across
the state now must show
identification.
The state on Nov. 4 will help
pick a president in another
hard-fought race, four years
after voters gave President Bush
a second term.
In 2004. some voters wait-

ed hours to cast their ballots.
Others — the true number is
still a matter of dispute — simply gave up and went home
before voting. Not all precincts
had enough voting machines.
The state's chief elections officer. Republican Ken Blackvvell,
was criticized for policies and
his role in the Bush-Cheney
campaign.
One of two voting machines
in use in Gambier, home of
Kenyon College, broke down,
and students waited in line
for hours.
A lot of work has been done
to try to avoid long voting

lines, including the expansion
of absentee balloting, said Peg
Rosenfteld, elections specialist with the League of Women
Voters of Ohio. But new questions have been raised for the
2008 election, including whether the high rate of foreclosures
will keep people from voting
because of changed registration
information.
"There are lots of concerns
really circulating out there,"
Rosenfteld said. "At this point
nobody knows which ones are
going to be serious and which
ones are really just people
worrying."
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Rocking the Vote: Ohio counties change
restrictions on voting to avoid lines on Nov. 4
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Football notes: Falcons
hope to rebound
By Chris Voloschuk

Sports Editor

After a tough 24-21 loss to Eastern
Michigan on Homecoming, the
BG football team is in die process
of regrouping and getting ready
for their next Mid-American
Conference contest with Akron
this Saturday.

James Perkin
Center
Team's top faceoff
man had 361 draw
wins last year
Jake Cepis
Left Wing
Sophomore had
31 points as a
freshman last year

Kai Kantola
Right Wing
Looking to rebound
after a 13-point

Little things Id
In the EMU loss, the Falcons
committed 10 penalties for
85 yards.
The penalties cost them a number of opportunities to build positive momentum and let the Eagles
off the hook.
According to head coach Gregg
Brandon, die penalties disrupted a
number of drives.
"(There were] a lot of untimely
mistakes," Brandon said. "Namely'
some penalties on the offense,
some false starts tiiat really killed
drives. They didn't let drives get
started, |There werel defensive offsides and just stupid little things
that, as a veteran team, we can't be
doing diat. VJc were very undisciplined Saturday which resulted in
an inconsistent performance."
Time to cool down
In the press conference

Gregg
Brandon
Will look for more
consistency against
Akron Saturday
Mid-American
Conference
The Falcons are
currently 0-1 in
conference play
Falcons
Team
Was whistled for
10 penalties during
Saturday's loss

following the loss, Brandon
alluded to switching some personnel on the field in the event
that some of the ones in place
couldn't get the job done.
Yesterday, he said his comment
was a knee-jerk reaction to the
disappointing outcome.
"You lose a tough one like that
at home and you want to start
blaming people," Brandon said.
See NOTES | Page 7

BG News reporter tries
out for hockey team
By Sean Shapiro
Reporter

After exceeding expectations a year ago, BG's looking to move up
By Ethan Magoc
Reporter

To say that the 2007-08 BG hockey team
exceeded expectations would he an
understatement.
The Falcons went from seven wins in
200(i-07 to 18 victories last winter. They
finished seventh in the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association and won a home playoff series for the first time since 1995.
But they lost several key parts from last
year's team.
lohn Mazzei, Mike Nesdill and Derek
Whitmore, who accumulated more than
25 percent of the teanVsjMiinl.i IJI-M i*4son
have graduated.
Both of S^ott I'aluch's assistant

coaches took jobs elsewhere, with Doug
Schueller becoming head coach at Saint
John's University in Minnesota and Todd
Reirden landing as an assistant with the
Wilkes-Barre/Scranton Penguins of the
American Hockey League.
But Paluch hired two young assistants
in Frank Novock, 32, and Dennis Williams,
29, who appear very enthusiastic about
the program already.
And the team is returning 21 players
compared to the five who graduated. That
includes both starting goalies from last
season in senior limmy Spratt and sophomore Nick Eno.
BG's defensive leadership is strong with
^aptains Tim Maxwell (a senior) and Kyle^
ge (a junior) anchoring the blue lie

That pair will help to welcome six freshmen this year.
Plus, there's always the speed of the
Falcons, with forwards like lake Cepis,
Todd Mcllrath, Dan Sexton, David Solway,
and Brandon Svendsen giving opponents
fits with their quickness.
The 2008-09 Falcons will try to return
the program to a glory not seen since 1987
when the team last won a CCHA championship. BG has not even been to the
final round of league playoffs at Joe Louis
Arena in Detroit since 2001.
"People can only say Bowling Green
hockey has tradition for so long, you
kngm?" Todd-M£llrath said. "Every
ly on our team wftH^s to get back to
that again."

I was able to take a step down
from the press box and into the
crease of Bowling Green Ice
Arena when BG held their annual walk-on tryouts yesterday.
Arriving at the arena, it was
obviousthatthisopentryoutwas
either poorly publicized or there
aren't many BGSU students with
the backbone to step onto the ice.
In addition to myself there were
two other students trying out,
one skater and another goalie
like myself.
Following the signing of a
waiver I was given 20 minutes
to get ready for a 2:30 ice time.
Assistant coach Dennis Williams
ran drills as he started with a
quick warm-up drill forcing me
to go side to side and stay square
to the puck.
Division 1 hockey is fast
and in the first drill I learned
how fast the coaches expected
me to be. While going side
to side, I thought I was going
at a decent pace, however
Williams began to yell, "faster,
faster," and then promptly put
the puck in the net.
The next couple drills were

ETHAN MA60C I THE Mi NEWS

CHECK THE BLOG: Logon to
bgnewsspom com for a video of Sean's day.

similar with Williams and the
lone skater firing pucks from
different angles and situation.
Following the stationary shooting gallery Williams instituted
a moving array of shots including breakaways and three puck
SeeTRY0UT|Pacje7

Women's soccer ties Ohio,
downs Akron over weekend
By Jordan Crav»ni
Reporter

Alexa
Arsenault
BG goalie didn't
allow a goal over
the weekend

The BG women's soccer team
has been officially dubbed "roadwarriors."
Having lost only one match
in a five-game road stand, BG
Coach Andy Richards believes with the way things are going,"
the term to be well-deserved for Richards said.
"We were a little bit disappointthe team, which has delivered
shutout performances in four ed on Friday, but the width of the
cross bar and the width of the
out of the five matches.
Battling Ohio to a double- post kept us from being 3-1," he
overtime 0-0 draw on Friday and said, in reference to the missed
picking up a 2-0 victory against scoring opportunities, which
Akron on Sunday, BG sits com- translated into a disappointing
fortably in the upper half of Mid- outcome against Ohio.
American conference standings
"I think in being honest with
at2-l-l.
"We're not far off a great record
See SOCCER | Pane 8
right now; we are very happy

www.bgnewssports.com
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SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no

BR4ND0N HEISS

guessing or math involved.
TOUGH BREAKS: The BG men's soccer learn lad a detent slaM to the season, but has now bst its last lout matches in a tow and has had (rouble scoring goals.

Just use logic to solve

Men's soccer has a tough weekend on the
road, loses 2-0 to Hartwick
By Jason Jonas
Reporter

The men's soccer team traveled
lo Oneonta, New York, this past
Saturday for a meeting with
the Hartwick Hawks to open
Mid American Conference play.
Unfortunately for the Falcons
though, this game was mostly
more of the same
The Falcons once again found
themselves playing from behind,
having to listen to what has
become a season long "play catchup" echo for the team who has
now only scored first in one of its
first 10 games.

Ftcd Thompson | BG mens soccer coach
"We fought hack, but couldn't
get the finishing touch we
needed," head coach Fred
Thompson said.

The 2-0 loss marks the Falcons'
fourth straight game without a
victory. lust a little over two weeks
ago the team was on the verge
of taking off, when they had a
chance to make it four in a row
and push their record to 4-3-0.
They lost to Saint Francis instead,

By Dave Goldberg

the pasi and still has two games

left with Tennessee. But the

Colts can't gel away with giving
The Indianapolis Colts were
up more than 150 yards on the
handed a game by the Houston
ground while wailing for Injured
Texans on Sunday.
safely Bob Sanders to return, as
It was a much-needed win, but it
they did two years ago.
mav not matter, lust five weeks
The offense, with the line
into the 2008 season, the 2(XH>
banged up, just isn't as good. Age
champs are in trouble. It's not just
hits everyone and 36-year-old
their 2-2 record that leaves them
Marvin Harrison, coming off a
two games behind unbeaten
knee Injury that caused him to
miss most of last season, is averTennessee in the AFC South, hut
aging only 9J3 yards a catch and
the way they are playing: badly.
They're not alone.
doesn't seem to be in the rhythm
Six other learns that began
with Manning as he has in |KIS|
years.
the season with high hopes arc
already in deep holes: San Diego
—San Diego (2-3): Yes, the
Chargers started 1-3 last seaand Jacksonville in the AFC:
DAVID J PHILLIP
son, finished 11-5 and made the
Seattle, Philadelphia. Green Hay GLUE HANDS: Indy's Reggie Wayne hauls in an incredible one-handed TD catch
and Minnesota in the NFC, with
AFC title game. There's talent
enough to make the playoffs. But
the Vikings (1-31 playing in New
the defense is missing Shawne
The Seahawks have the same and we've got to get that back
Orleans yesterday night.
Merriman, one reason it ranks
Some are using the "it's early" thing going for them they've had somewhere.'' coach Tony Dungy
28th in yards allowed and is last
theme, pointing to the New York ihe past few seasons: the NFC said after Sunday's 31-27 win in
Houston. Indy trailed 27-10 mid- against the pass without the
Giants' climb from an 0-2 start to West, where even at 1-3 they are
a title last season. But every season
only I? games behind the incon- way through the fourth quarter, Pro Bowl linebacker to pressure
sistent Cardinals. But Seattle cut it to 27-17 with 4:04 left, then
opposing QBs.
is different, and it's unwise to use
l.aDainian lomlinson may
the example of last year's Giants
played Sunday more like a team capitalized on two fumbles and
that would challenge the winless an interception by Texans QH
be hilling that KB wall at 29:
or the 2005 Steelers. who won the
Hams for a spot .it the bottom Sage Rosenfels to pull out the win. Hampered by a sore toe, he's
Super Bowl after opening6-5.
"There are any number of statis- than one that can compete for
The Colts could be 0-4. They averaging only 3.7 yards per
tical analyses of teams that have
its fifth straighi division title and trailed only 15-0 in Minnesota
carry, a yard less than last season
and almost a yard off his career
started this bad and still done
sixth straight playoff berth.
late in the third quarter because
The struggling teams:
young QB Tarvaris lackson average.
OK, but those don't mean much
—Indianapolis (2-2): The Colts couldn't convert scoring oppor—Jacksonville (2-3): Three
unless you improve the product,
have been one of the league's elite tunities into TIX That allowed games back of Tennessee in Ihe
and what you're doing on the
field," Seattle's Mike Holmgren
teams for most of this decade. Not Peyton Manning, who can do AFC South and two Josh Scobee
field goals from 0-5. Simple probthis year.
what lackson can't, to pulDiut an
acknowledged after those same

Is there a
story in the
BG News that
you've felt like
you wanted
to voice your
opinion on?
Well, what
are you
waiting for?
check us out online:

bgnews.com

18-15 victory.
Yes, Indianapolis has run off
double-digit winning streaks in

Preferred
Properties Co.
Find A Place To Call Home
wwwprelerredproperliesco.com

MflKf YOUR HOME AT:
Haven House Manor
Foi Run Apis.
Piedmonl Apts. "Renovated"
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed)
Mini Mall Apis. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom S Efficiencies
Houses

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Frl: 8 4 30

530 S. Maple SI
419-352-9378

See TROUBLE | Page 8

12

drills.
It was on the breakaway
drills that I made my best save
of the tryout session. A forward
skated in from left to right and
1 was able to make a solid diving poke check separating the
player from the puck.
Throughout the rest of the
tryout session I was able to
make several solid saves
and had a better tryout than
expected.
Unfortunately. I was never
able to skate against the
actual BG team so I still don't
know how my skill level compares directly to that of starting BG goalie Jimmy Spratt.
After around 40 minutes on
the ice Williams called all
three walk-on candidates
around the net and told us
the unfortunate news.
No invitation to join the 200809 BG hockey team was extended to my expectation and dismay. According to Williams
it was a numbers thing and
with three goalies on the roster the chance of making the
learn was unlikely before I even

5
6

9 E
Z 8

ETHANMAG0C I IHEBGNEWS;

sleppcd on the ice.
However, Williams did tell
all three walk-ons to keep their
grades up and that in case
something happened and we
might get a call back.
God forbid injuries hit BG,
I'll be ready to lake someone's
place in net.

Akron
Zips
Are currently 1-1 in
conference play
this season

From Page 6

Brandon said it's important for
the team to realize that the rest of
the MAC is gunning for them and
that intensity has to remain high
c\er>' game the rest of the season.
"It doesn't matter who we play,"
Brandon said. "We've got to show
up with the same intensity if we're
playing Pitt or Boise or whomever in this league The difference
is, in die MAC, there is a familiarity because you see die teams
year-in and year-out. They've got
a book on you. you've got a book
on them."

Regrouping
After such a difficult lass at home,
it will be important for the Falcons
lo work on cutting down on penalties and rediscover some of die
offensive continuity that was displayed during the win at Wyoming.
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skills against members of the team.

The kids played hard and we had
a chance at the end to win die
game."
He added, "That's the thing You
say 'it's Eastern Michigan. So what.'
It's a MAC team and at the end of
the game, we had a chance to win
the game and we didn't get it done.
They made one morc play than
we did."
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From Page 6

they are also the problems, as
the offense has still accounted for
only five of the team's eleven goals
on the year.
"We know 1 hat every MAC: game
will be tough," Thompson said.
On Saturday Thompson's team
will meet nationally ranked Akron,
as they look to pull off an upset
and get hark in the win column.

The Associated Press

"I thought we had that passion
at the end. But it was missing
during the middle of the game
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TRYOUT

Seven NFL teams could be in some trouble after losses

Giants pounded his Seahawks
44-6 on Sunday, outgaining them
523-187.
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and have not had success in the
win column since.

They have seen their bright
spots though, lacob Lawrence
emerged as a key weapon offensively, even though lie's a defenseman. Also, goalie Paul Shoemaker
had a streak of two games where
he notched two assists and a goal.
These two incidents are positives lor this Falcons team, but
a look closer could reveal that
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Shoemaker
Had two assists
and a goal in a twogame stretch

finishing touch we needed."
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

Paul

"We fought back, but couldn't get the
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Bengals' Lewis sticking with job

WWWBGNEWS.COM

The Daily Crossword Fix
brought to you by

ite team's poor start to season
By Jo* Kay
The Associated Press
CINCINNATI — Marvin Lewis
doesn't plan to leave one of the
NFI.'s safest coaching jobs.
The Clncinnat i Bengals coach
said yesterday the team's worst
start in six years hasn't diminished his commitment to getting it turned around. A 31-22
loss at Dallas left Lewis' team
al the bottom of the league, die
only one with an 0-5 record.
Three other teams are 0-4.
It's a major slip from 2005,
when Lewis led I he Bengals to
their only winning record and
playoff appearance since 1991,
when owner Mike Brown took
over for his father.
"Yes, I am very committed
to doing the right thing here,"
Lewis said, when asked if he
planned to stay as head coach
"I honestly don't think anything
has ever changed here. The
commitment that I made five
years ago here and lagainl three
years ago, two years ago. whenever, is that we'd see this thing
all the way through and get us
back to where we were."
No matter how bad it gets,

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

son. The Bengals have been
one of the NFL's worst franchises over that span, managing only one winning season.
Even when things have been
very bad, the head coach has
felt secure.
It takes more than a bad
record to get a Bengals coach

13
18
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
32
33
34
35
37
38

fired.

MATTSIOCUM
COMMITTED: Bengals coded M*vm
Lewis ts trying to get win No 1.

lewis' job is one of the safest
around. Two years ago, he got
a contract extension through
2010. virtually a guarantee thai
he will be around that long
unless he challenges the front
office. That's how things work
in Cincinnati.
Brown look control of the
team after his father, Paul, died
before (he start of the 1991 sea-

Sam Wyche led the Bengals
to their second Super Bowl
appearance in the 1988 season,
losing lo San Ttancisco. Then
the Bengals slipped to 3-13 in
1991, and Wyche began questioning Brown's roster moves
and lobbying for a bigger role in
decision making.
Their differences came to
a bead at their annual end-ofthe-season meeting, where
they parted ways. Brown, who
functions as the de facto general manager, said he had no
intention of firing Wyche, who
had two years left on his con
tract. Brown said that Wyche
resigned during the meeting.
Wyche insisted he was fired.
Three months later, they
reached an agreement over the
final SI million owed Wyche on
his contract.
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Thingamajig
Workplace safety grp.
Canine grp.
Bakery treat
Temple, ancient
Old USSR space station
Colorado site of three U.S.
Opens
Mined mineral
Bout enders
So I think, online
TV show with a laugh track
Miami neighborhood
Gordon and Sheila
Filmmaker Riefenstahi
Diwy out
"And I Love
E.R. personnel
Atlanta's main drag
Vane dir.
Tic-tac-toe loser
Zigzag

44
46
48
52
53
54
57
58
62
63
64
65
66
67

Ship's floor
Cinco y tres
Leon bravos
es Salaam
Jordan's nickname
Solid carbon dioxide
Vidalia veggie
Actor Mineo
Cell phone clip-ons
Select for a duty
BP merger partner
City on the Vyatka
River
_ de menthe
Med. care grs.
Numerical prefix
Qator rotative
Pledge
Peter Fonda title role
Atlas collection
Pub potations
Hammer end
8ad spell
Authentic
Campbell of "Scream"
Don't delete
Unsealed vigorously
Recruiting grp.

Put In order
Cast-iron pan
Santa Ana. CA location
Paid male date
FDR program
Inclined
PC group
Roy and Dale's California
town
Tours season
__-majesty
Captivate
"_ Kapital"
Art sch. subj.
Rejects audibly

TROUBLE
From Paqe 7
lem: three starters hurt in the
middle of the offensive line, sothe
lags can't run. which is their preferred mode, l-'red Taylor is averaging 3.4 yards per carry compared
to 5.4 last season, and he's 32. Not
being able to run puts more pressure on David Garrard and his
so-so receivers. Garrard has four
interceptions in five games, one
more than he had in 12 starts last
season.
—Seattle (1-3): The Seahawks
have been outscored 78-16 by the
Bills and Giants in games that
started at I p.m. EDT, or II) a.m.
Seattle time. San Diego had to do
the same in Miami on Sunday and
lost. It's a problem that West Coast
teams have been complaining
about for years, especially when
they've had to make multiple last
Coast trips in the same season
— the Seahawks have four of them
this year.
But the issues go beyond that
and beyond injuries. The missing receivers, Deion Branch and
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SOCCER
From Page 6
ourselves and looking back, we
should have won that game."
"We had some good chances
... we just didn't have enough lo
get the winning goal."
But the unlucky outcome for
BG on Iriday translated into
a welcomed irony on Sunday
when a couple of Akron's shots
banked oft the cross bars.
One play in particular however, was not left up to luck.
In the 35th minute of play
against the Zips, goalkeeper
Alexa Arsenault was able to
make a save on a penalty kick
against Akron's top-scorer.
"That was the game-changing moment."
"We always talk to the team
about how goals change

1

I

1

II

M
1

V

>■>

1

1

games , so saving thai goal
— it really was a game-defining
moment."
Defensive shutouts have
come frequently for the
falcons' this year, holding
opponents scoreless in nine
out of 13 games thus far.
"It has become something
that we have come to take
great pride in." Richards said
of the shutouts.
He credited not only goalkeeping efforts and the defensivebackfour. but team defense
overall for the shutouts.
As in all games, offensive
production was equally vital in
Sunday's victory.
Gina
Rossi
and Alicia
Almond, neither of who started the match, were able to net
second half goals in the match.
"It shows a little bit of the
depth we have." Richards said.
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For Rent

IBARTENDING! up to S300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
Earn S1000-S3200 a month
to drive new cars with ads.
www.AdCarCity.com
Earn extra S. students needed ASAP
Earn up lo S150 a day being a
mystery shopper, no exp needed.
Call 1-800-722-4791
Eastwood HS seeking asst varsity
wrestling coach for 2008-09 season.
Applicants contact Ralph Cubberly at
rcubberly@eastwcod k12 oh us
Goodwill now hiring a Store Manager
and Assistant Manager for our
Bowling Green retail store location
Both are full-lime positions ottering
benefit options. Aply in person al
1058 Main St, BG E.O E
Play costumes & educational characters for pre-school/grade school children. Fun part-time job!
1 -800-838-6960 or visit us at
www.millrowcharacters.com

■Avail NOW 1 or 2 BR apl S425/mo.
Free web. furn?, AC, 300 E Merry
1/1/09 -1 or 2 BR apts low as S399.
snowing houses lor 09/10 SY.
See Cartyrentals.com
Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm.
1-3 BR apt S450-S650/mo * util.
1 BR in Victorian home. S275/mo
w/util Call 386-4405-3318.
230 Curtis - 2-3 BR house w/ appl.
garage S C/A S750/mo ♦ dep 8 util
Call 419-823-3439
3 BR house at 317 N Enterprise,
avail. NOW!
1 S 2 BR apts at 800 3rd St..
Avail in Jan 2009

Call 419-354-9740
3 BR house w/ bonus room.
like new! S700/mo.
Cozt.quiet 1 BR apt, S390'mo
Call 419-654-5716
312 N. Enterprise
Clean, 3 Irg bdrm, C/A. all appl. incl
Call 419-352-5882
832 Third St, 5 blks from campus.
3 BR. 1 bath, fenced in back yard.
Window A/C
S840/mo + ulil Call 419-392-2812

For Sale
BIG Garage Sale -1403 Finch Or BG
Fri & Sat. Oct 10 & 11 - 9am.-5pm
Books, clothes, housewares, etc.
Estate/garage sale
175 Losee SI. Cygnet
Fri. & Sal. Oct. 10th & 11th, 9-5.
Household items, dishes, tumiture,
tools, sewing accessories, lots ol
quilling & yarn items & lots ot misc!

Sub-leaser wanted for 1 BR apt.
455 1/2 S. Main. BG. $530/mo
ind. W/D. Call 419-464-2013.
Wmlhrop & Summit Terrace Apts.
400 Napoleon Road
Call 419-352-9135

\"

Hours: M-F: 8:30-5:30, Sat: 8:30- 4:00
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SaiTlB's is different because
in this resolutely laid-back
setting, it consislendy serves
the best food between
Toledo & Columbus-and at
bargain basement prices..."
The Toledo Blade

www.johnnewloverealestate.com
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Help Wanted

Toledo/Pcrrysburg.

Toledo/I'rrryj.hiirg

<l

Private prk pass avail $250 OBO
Across from Kohl Hall, prime location
contact: bg.apartments@yahoo com

at the Hilton Garden Inn

I Garden Inn-

1

.1

For Sale
Ihe W, News wHI not kiMMWffr accept »d«*r
iwmetm lhal dhotmliMtf. or CTKouiaKt' db
ilimi I.I>I. j^.nn.i in. UtdMuual or Rioup
tin* h.i.u »,( Nt,-«\ M'X. ml",, circd. rvliKii'n

(Across From Taco Bell)
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Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
319 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH
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Tel: 419.353.7200
Fax: 419.354.7206

training camp in July.
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You could win a two night

j Hilton
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419.353.7200

dud in 2008.

stay and breakfast for four
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Bowling Green
129 S. Main St.

with the Giants, who improved
lo 4-0 on Sunday with a 44-6 win
over the Seattle Seahawks.
Davis grimaced as he recalled
Cleveland's prime-time debut

ugnews.com - . . •
.
Visit www.bgnews.com
To Register To Will!

.'.

1

MEXICAN GRILL

"Everything they did, they did
well and everything we did, we
did wrong,'' he said. "It gave the
world a false sense of what we
know we can do. This is a good
opportunity to show the world
that we're definitely way better
than what we put out there in
preseason."
The Browns, whose lone
win came against Cincinnati
on Sept. 28, used last week
to heal physically and soothe
some mental bruises they've
already absorbed during a
rough first four games of the
season. Coach Romeo Crennel
dismissed his players last
Thursday, giving them a threeday break from football for the
first time since they opened

beatable,

o

TACO TUESDAY!
3 Tacos for $5

MONDAY NIGHT WOES: In thou last appearance on Monday Night Football during the
preseason, the New York Grants easily defeated the Cleveland Browns.

Bobby IJigram, were back Sunday
and the Seahawks still were noncompetitive against what is currently the \ 11 s best team. Beyond
that, the Seahawks' only win
was over St. Louis, which might
lose to everyone this season, and
they have lost ro San Prandsco at
home, where they were 32-H from
2003-2007.
—Green Bay (2-3): Injuries.
I X'fensive lineman (Atllen lenkins
is out for the season and comerback Al Harris is out indefinitely,
meaning the Packers are without two top defenders. I he other
cornerhack. Charles Woodson. is
playing with a broken toe, and
safety Atari Bigby didn't play in
Sunday's 27-24 loss to Atlanta.
Then there's Aaron Itodgcrs.
who played Sunday with a sore
shoulder and threw for 313 yards
and three touchdowns. It was
obvious at times the shoulder
bothered him, but he carried on.
Why didn't the Packers at least
sign a veteran backup in the offseason?TTieone|x>sitivc:Chicago
is only a game ahead, and the
Bears, while decent, arc cleariy
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By Tom Withtrs
The Associated Press

that night and haven't been the
same team since.
Now comingoff their bye week
and as healthy as they've been
in a month, the Browns face a
daunting Monday night rematch

Piccadilly dilly
Count (on)
Cone or Cat prefix
Crazy Horse, for one
Operatic spear earner
Jacks
Eyeballed
Pampas lasso
Dancer DeMille
Tiny hooter
Charity
Unskilled toiler
Greenhorn
Free ad
Gasteyer of "SNL"
Put down

ANSWERS
o
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Browns hoping to fare better in regular
season rematch with Giants
HI HI A — The last time they
played on a Monday night, the
Cleveland Browns wore hideous
brown pants unlikely to ever be
seen again.
The fashion faux pas was
hardly the most humiliating
thing that happened.
The New York Giants made
the Browns look silly on
national TV.
"They
embarrassed
us,"
Cleveland linebacker Andra
Davis said Monday. "So that's
going to give us a little extra fire."
Back on Aug. 18, thedefending
Super Bowl champions scored
30 unanswered points in the
first half — lf> in a span of 78
seconds — against the Browns
in a preseason game. Cleveland
(1-3) lost quarterback Derek
Anderson to a concussion and
four other starters to injuries
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Senior Portraits Next Week
DECEMBER AND MAY GRADUATES Schedule Today at myseniorportrait.com
Sessions are October 13-17 Black Swamp Pub

